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Abstract 

This aims to study and analyse the advertising slogan in Thai in the aspect of the lexical 

strategy. The common types of lexical words that are found in Thai are the proper noun, 

interrogative and subjective pronoun, adjectives that describe the quality of a noun, noun 

phrase, verb phrase, an adjective phrase. The meaning of words is clear and emotionally 

loaded.  
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1. Introduction  

A language is an essential tool for human being. It can define the  method that is used 

in the process of communication between people in the societies. Language plays the most 

important role in order to express, share, exchange their information, thoughts, feelings, 

emotions, and ideas. The process of communication can be in any form either in one way or 

two way communication, verbal or nonverbal, spoken or written, or visual signs and so on. At 

the same time, the variety of communication channels are the key point to make the effect on 

the life of people in societies such as formal, informal and unofficial channel. Moreover, the 

way of transferring the information or message in order to reach the large group of people is 

called mass media. The advertising language is the word of business and it plays a major role 

in marketing and affects the living of human in the societies.  
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There are many researchers who have studied the advertising language in the different 

purposes. However, the present study intends to find out the linguistic aspects of language 

used in the advertising slogans of Thai’s advertisements.    

2. Advertising 

An advertising means a tool of communication. It is the way to present the ideas to the 

public. Dorothy Cohen (1988) defines “Advertising is a business activity, employing creative 

techniques to design persuasive communication in mass media that promotes ideas, goods, 

and services in a manner consistent with the achievement of the advertiser’s objective, the 

delivery of consumer satisfaction and the development of social and economic welfare”. 

According to William J. Stanton (1988) “Advertising consists of all the activities involved in 

presenting to an audience a non-personal, sponsor-identified, paid-for message about a 

product or organization”.Bovee, C. and Thill, J.V. (1992) state that “Advertising is the non-

personal communication of information usually paid for and usually persuasive in nature about 

products, services or ideas by identified sponsors through the various media”. According to 

Arens, Weigold, Arens (2010) “The non-personal communication of information is usually paid 

for and usually persuasive in nature, about products (goods & services) or ideas by identified 

sponsor through various media”. As the scholars mentioned above, the advertising can be 

defined, as the activities of presenting or promotion of the products, services with intent, to 

affect the decision or ideas of the audiences. 

 

Need and Importance of Advertising 

In today’s world, the process of doing business cannot survive without the act of 

advertising. Because advertising is the key point and plays the major role of successful running 

the business or industrial enterprise in the competitive world. 

The Following points below are in need and of importance to advertising: 

1. The creation of the new product in order to make awareness. 

2. It introduces new and different products. 

3. It helps to increase the value of the price. 

4. It is the technique to face with the competition, to other companies or brands. 

5. It promotes and compares other products in order to make a difference in the cost.  

6. It helps to save time and labour for the customers in the sense of convenience. 
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7. It supports the middlemen in presenting the products to the customers. 

8. It helps to run the business in the channel of mass media, like newspaper, television, radio, 

and internet and so on. 

 

Types of advertisings 

An advertising is a process of promotion of the advertisers’ company. The types of      

advertising can be seen below:   

1. Persuasive advertising 

2. Informative advertising 

3. Institutional or corporate advertising 

4. Financial advertising 

5. Classified advertising 

6. Government Advertising 

 

The medium of advertising 

There are several branches of media by which the advertiser can spread the message  

to the audiences: 

1. Press advertising 

2. Outdoor advertising 

3. Film advertising 

4. Radio advertising 

5. Television advertising 

6. Direct mail advertising 

7. Display advertising 

8. Speciality advertising 

 

3. Slogan 

In general, slogan refers to a word or a phrase associated with the product that is used 

in advertising. The Oxford Dictionary of English (2010) defines a slogan as "a short and striking 

or memorable phrase used in advertising” and Mitchell, Vince (2007) say “Slogans that 

associate emotional responses or evoke recollections of past memories increase their 
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likelihood to be adopted by the public and shared”. In short, the slogan is a group of words, 

that is used with the brand or logo of the products or services of the advertising in order make 

it more memorable. At the same time, it is a type of message that shows or expresses, the ideas 

and purposes intended to have the goal of persuading and reach the audiences or the target 

groups.    

Characteristics of slogan  

There are many parts of concern about the creation of the effectiveness of the slogan. 

The concept of the slogan is a catchy phrase or a motto. The advertisers have to create a 

memorable image of idea to make the customer, attentive to the products and services 

through the messages, by using the technique mentioned below: 

1. Memorable: the slogan has to be special and related to their life and have meaning.  

2. Jingles: the great slogan has to use the rhymes and rhythms in order to make it easy 

to remember by singing or humming it.  

3. Length: the length of the slogan has to be considered, in order to make it effective 

by using  few but powerful words.   

4. Clarity and Message: these two points are very important in order to make the people 

understand the concept of the products and services by making it clear and suitable.   

5. Humor: the humor in the slogan is a must for presenting the products and services. 

Because it is a tool to help them remember better and reflect on the products and services. 

6. Emotion: the emotion in the message of the slogan can connect the thought of 

people. It helps to link the personal connection and effects on their psyche.   

 

Thai slogans 

In Thai, all the company have their own slogan that comes along with the brand and 

logo. The purpose of using slogan is to present the idea or concept about the goods and 

services. In order to create the slogan, the creators have to think and find out the proper words 

that make it suitable and fit with the concept of the companies or product and service.   

 

Lexical strategy  

Lexical meaning refers to the meaning of words in a language. It deals with the lexicon 

of languages. Based on the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, the lexical meaning is “the 
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meaning of a word, without any attention to the way that it is used or to the words that occur 

with it”. According to the Collins dictionary, the lexical meaning is “the meaning of a word in 

relation to the physical world or to abstract concepts, without reference to any sentence in 

which the word may occur”. 

Lexical words, are also called a lexical item which is the ordinary word and has a clear 

concept of the meaning. The lexical words includes noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, adjective, 

adverb, conjunction, preposition, and interjection. It is also is known as a part of speech.   

 

6. Research Methodology 

The purposes of this study are to analyse the advertising slogans in Thai in the aspect 

of the lexical strategy.  This type of research is a descriptive research. According to Burns and 

Grove (2003:201), descriptive research “is designed to provide a picture of a situation as it 

naturally happens”. So, the method that relates to the type of research is a componential 

analysis. It is the method, that is used in order to analyse words through structured sets of 

semantic features. The componential analysis is a method of structural semantics, which 

analyses the components of a word's meaning in language.  

 

7. Findings  

1.  Noun  

Example 1: โตชิบา นําสิ่งท่ีดีสูชีวิต      Toshiba  

dtoh-chí-baa   nam    sìng     têe dee      sòo          chee-wít 

Toshiba            bring   thing    the best     toward    life  

Toshiba: Leading Innovation 

The words /dtoh-chí-baa/ [Toshiba] is the proper noun. The meaning of the word is the 

name of the electronics company that is used for individual purpose and its primary application 

refers to a unique entity.       

Example 2: มิสทีน มาแลวคะ       Mistine 

mí sà-teen    maa     láew                  kâ 

Mistine          come      then   (marker)     particle used by female  

Mistine is here 
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The word /mí sà-teen/ [Mistine] is a proper noun. The meaning of the word is used to 

tell the brand name of the product. It is a unique name that is used to refer to the goods, that 

can be understood easily as a particular name. 

       

2.  Pronoun 

Example 3: ฟชโช ใครไมคัด เราคัด 

fít-choh  krai   mâi   kát      rao  kát 

Fisho      who  not   select  we   select  

Fisho:  who do not select but we do 

In this slogan, there are two pronouns. The word /krai/ [who] is an interrogative 

pronoun that is used to ask the questions about people. The meaning of this word is referring 

to the person or people in the general. And the second word is /rao/ [we]. The function of the 

word is used as a plural subject.   The meaning of the word is used to call a group of people in 

a particular sense.  

 

3.  Adjective 

Example 4: นมตรามะลิใหมสดเสมอ ขาว ขน หวาน มัน    

 Mali 

nom dtraa má-lí    mài  sòt      sà-mĕr    kăao   kôn        wăan    man 

milk  brand Mali   new  fresh   always    white   thick      sweet   greasy 

Mali: white, thick, sweet, and creamy. 

In this slogan, there are six adjectives. All these words have a function to describe a 

noun (Mali). The meanings tell us about the state and taste of the product (milk). 

  

Example 5: CP สด สะอาด ปลอดภัย มั่นใจทุกวัน      CP 

CP   sòt      sà-àat   bplòt pai   mân jai     túk wan 

CP    fresh   clean       safe             confident   everyday 

In this slogan, there are four adjectives that modify the noun (CP). These type of words 

have a particular meaning. It helps to describe the quality of the brand in the message.  
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4.  Noun phrase 

Example 6: คลอสเตอรเบียร ความสุขท่ีคุณด่ืมได    

 Kloster Beer  

klor sà-dtêr bia        kwaam sùk   têe        kun    dèum   dâai 

Kloster       Beer    happiness   which  you   drink  can 

Kloster Beer, the happiness that you can drink.          

In this slogan, the noun phrase is used to convey the message. The fundaments of this 

noun phrase structure is that the headword is a noun / klor sà-dtêr bia/ [Kloster Beer] and the 

rest of them are modifiers. The meaning of the phrase acts as the subject in a sentence.   

Example 7: กาแฟเขาชอง = เขาชองรสแทกาแฟไทย    khaoshong 

gaa-fae   kăo-chông     kăo-chông       rót       táe    gaa-fae    tai 

coffee    khaoshong:   khaoshong   taste   real   coffee    Thai 

coffee    khaoshong:    khaoshong   is the real taste of  Thai coffee     

In this message of the slogan, the word / kăo-chông/ [khaoshong] is the headword of 

the noun phrase. The meaning of the word actes as the object, to describe the subject (Thai 

coffee).  

 

5.  Verb phrase 

Example 8: คาราบาวแดง เชิดชูนักสูผูย่ิงใหญ    

 Carabao Dang  

kaa-raa baao daeng     chêrt choo   nák sôo     pôo yîng yài 

Carabao          red      praise          fighter     greater  

Carabao Dang: Glorify the greatest fighters. 

In this slogan, the verb phrase is used to convey the message. The fundamental of the 

structure of the group of words begins with the verb. The verb is a headword and the rest of 

them are modifiers. The meaning of the word acts as a verb in the sentence. 

   

Example 9: ททบ.5 นําคุณคาสูสังคมไทย    TV5 

Tor tor bor  hâa  nam kun-kâa sòo săng-kom tai 

TV                5     bring  value    to   social       Thai 
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TV5: bring the value  to Thai societies.  

In this slogan, the verb phrase is used to convey the message. The fundaments of the 

phrase starts with the verb that is used as the headword. The meaning of the verb helps to 

describe the action of the subject (TV5).   

6.  Adjective phrase 

Example 10: ชินมัย = อรอยติดปาก เขมขนติดใจ    

 ShinMai 

chin mai     à-ròi           dtìt     bpàak ·          kâym kôn   dtìt    jai 

ShinMai    yummy    stick  month         intense     stick  heart   

ShinMai is very delicious and flavourful and tickles your palates.  

In this slogan, the message uses two adjective phrases. The structure of the sentence 

begins with the adjective /à-ròi/ [delicious] and /kâym kôn/ [intense], the rest of them are 

modifiers. The meaning of the words are used to describe or modify the noun (ShinMai). 

    

Example 11: Systema = สะอาดทุกซี่ เพ่ือฟนดีทุกวัน     Systema 

Systema sà-àat túk sêe · pêua fan dee túk wan 

Systema   clean all teeth  for feeth good everyday  

Systema  clean all teeth for oral hygiene 

In this slogan, the type of words used in the message is an adjective phrase. The 

structure of the phrase starts with the adjective, that acts as the headword. The meaning of 

the word describes the noun (teeth).   

 

8. Discussion 

In the aspect of linguistic view, the Lexical meaning according to the Oxford Advanced 

Learner's Dictionary is “the meaning of a word considered in an isolation from the sentence 

containing it”. So, this work deals with the words and vocabularies of Thai slogans. As the 

examples are shown above, the words and vocabularies that are used to convey the message 

can be described below: 

The nouns that are commonly found in the slogan is a proper noun. It is the type of 

words that is used for a product or a company. The proper noun is a word that is used in a 

particular meaning, purpose or reason. At the same time, the proper noun is one of the most 
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important words, because it is the word that helps to know or remember the name of the 

products and services.   

One of the powerful words that is used in the message of a slogan of the company are 

a pronoun. This type of word gives the meaning in the sense of a group or used in a particular 

purpose, in order to specify or separate things.   

 An adjective is a powerful word that is used to describe or modify a noun or pronoun 

in a language. As a result it is found that, the type of popular word, that exists in a slogan of the 

company or a product is an adjective. It gives the meaning in order to expand the quantity or 

quality of more valuable goods, companies, and services.  According to Leech (1966, 129), 

adjective clusters are a typical feature of advertising, used for emotive effect. These clusters 

can be constructed by the repetition of the same adjective, or by the use of an approbatory 

adjective followed by one with a concrete meaning. So, the groups of the adjectives are the 

clusters that are used to support the meaning of the name (noun) in a slogan.  

The noun phrase that is used in the slogan acts as the subject or object in a sentence.  

The meaning of the words is used to specify the name of the products and services. 

  The verb phrase is a commonly used in order to act as the verb of the subject. The 

type of verb phrase is divided into two types: finite and non-finite verb phrases.  

The use of an adjective phrase is another essential feature of the advertising slogan. It 

helps to persuade the aims of presenting the products and services, in order to make the 

customers realize and react to the meaning of the slogan in a particular way. There are lots of 

adjective words, that are used in the slogans for instance: new, bright, real, best, greatest and 

so on.        

 

9. Conclusion 

 After the study of the advertising slogans in Thai in the aspect of the lexical strategy, 

the result found is that the words and a group of words that are commonly found in the 

advertising slogan in Thai are: proper noun, interrogative and subjective pronoun, adjectives 

that describe the quality of noun, noun phrase, verb phrase, and an adjective phrase.  

 It is clear that a slogan is a type of message that makes it memorable and catchy in 

order to make the people react with the powerful message that the advertisers intend to 

present the ideas to the slogan of the company or products and services.  According to David 
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Aaker (1996, p. 58) states: “A slogan can capture the essence of a brand and become an 

important part of the brand equity. If a brand is "packaged meaning", a slogan can be the ribbon 

that ties the package together and provides an extra touch”.  

The concept of the lexical meaning is “dominant in content words”. The meaning of the 

words refers to things, people, actions, descriptions, or other ideas that are easy to identify 

and clear to understand the concepts as well. The examples shown above in the advertising 

slogan in Thai, are vibrant and emotionally loaded. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, noun phrase, verb 

phrase, and an adjective phrase. The meaning of the vocabularies can give the direct meaning 

because the message of the slogan is short, but full of powerful words. So, the technique of 

choosing words in order to use in the slogan can influence, the decision of the customers in 

one or the other way.    

   

10. Appendix 

1.  dtoh-chí-baa   nam    sìng     têe dee      sòo          chee-wít   Toshiba  

2.  mí sà-teen    maa     láew                  kâ      Mistine 

3.  fít-choh  krai   mâi   kát      rao  kát      Fisho 

4.  nom dtraa má-lí    mài  sòt      sà-mĕr    kăao   kôn        wăan    man Mali 

5.  CP   sòt      sà-àat   bplòt pai   mân jai     túk wan     CP 

6.  klor sà-dtêr bia        kwaam sùk   têe        kun    dèum   dâai   Kloster Beer 

7.  gaa-fae   kăo-chông     kăo-chông       rót       táe    gaa-fae    tai  khaoshong 

8.  kaa-raa baao daeng     chêrt choo   nák sôo     pôo yîng yài  Carabao Dang  

9.  Tor tor bor  hâa  nam kun-kâa sòo săng-kom tai     TV5 

10.  chin mai     à-ròi           dtìt     bpàak ·          kâym kôn   dtìt    jai  ShinMai 

11.  Systema sà-àat túk sêe · pêua fan dee túk wan    Systema 
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